
OF PROPHETS & PROTESTS

I MUCH ENJOYED THE FIRSTHAND
reflections about President Gordon B.

Hinckley in the April 2008 SUNSTONE. In
truth, I envied them. I never met the man
myself. The closest I ever came to a personal
interaction was when I sang in the youth
choir at the dedication of the Boston Temple.
President Hinckley stood a few yards in front
of us, waving his handkerchief. I heard
voices start up immediately behind me:
“Look at this kid in front of us.” “Yeah?” “He’s
gonna sing for the prophet and he doesn’t
even comb his hair.” “Yeah.”

A year later, I got a haircut and left on a
mission to Brazil, where I collected President
Hinckley stories like baseball cards. Here’s
my favorite: President Hinckley comes to
Campinas, an hour north of São Paulo, to
preside over the dedication of a temple there.
It’s an occasion for joy and celebration
among Church members. It’s also an occa-
sion for the Church’s detractors—some well
intentioned, I imagine, others less so—to set
up camp outside the temple grounds and air
their many grievances. I imagine the usual
trappings of a protest: at least one John 3:16
poster, at least one Galatians 1:8, probably
one or two inviting the Mormons to accept
the real Jesus, and maybe one displaying a
pair of sacred temple garments for dramatic
effect. I imagine these trappings and how the
Saints must have resented them. In any case,
it was Brazil, and the protesters were out in
the heat of the day. At length President
Hinckley acknowledged the wilting crowd,
waving his white handkerchief, wishing the
protesters well. Then he had juice and cook-
ies sent out to them. 

No instant conversions followed, no pub-
lic recantings. The protesters accepted
President Hinckley’s offering—some with
gratitude, I imagine, others with misgiv-
ings—and then continued their protest. It is
this last part that makes me think the story
might have actually happened. Still, a Google
search turns up nothing to substantiate the
story, and neither does a scouring of the
Church’s website, so I’m tempted to file it
away with the many other faith-promoting
myths I heard on my mission. 

But I’m only tempted. Whether it hap-
pened or not, the story doesn’t finally belong
in that category of myth. As Tim O’Brien
writes: “Absolute occurrence is irrelevant. A
thing may happen and be a total lie; another
thing may not happen and be truer than the

truth.” The story of the prophet and the
protest squares perfectly with what I knew
and loved about President Hinckley: here
was his characteristic kindness, his ecu-
menism, his refusal to hold a grudge, his
white waving handkerchief. Here was a
good, good man—a Christian. If the story re-
ally did take place, it follows perfectly from
President Hinckley’s character. If it did not, it
is simply “a true story that never happened.” 

RYAN MCILVAIN
Florham Park, New Jersey

WINCING AT P.R.

I VERY MUCH ENJOYED YOUR APRIL
2008 issue. I am impressed by Ashley

Sanders’s article, “Compromising the
Kingdom: An Interpretive History of
Mormon Politics,” and certainly agree with
her conclusions: “When political opposition
is denounced as disobedience to God and his
servants, democratic dialogue becomes im-
possible. The paucity of dialogue within
Mormonism is dangerous” and that as
Mormons, “we are susceptible to vote for
candidates who argue for preserving the se-
curity of institutions . . . by eroding the civil
rights and liberties that make those institu-
tions vital in the first place” (p. 51).

I also enjoyed Hugo Olaiz’s reflection,
“Gordon B. Hinckley and the Ritualization of
Mormon History,” which struck a responsive
note in me. Of course, the history of any
event, anywhere, is likely to reflect the view-
point (and bias) of the writer of that history,
but I find myself wincing spiritually when
public relations concerns find their way 
into a religion. We have too much of such 
realpolitik in our secular world.

NOLA WALLACE
Pocatello, Idaho

NOT A MATTER OF MORALS

I WAS AT TURNS AMUSED, HORRIFIED,
and bewildered by Val Larsen’s short essay

about Mormonism and politics in the April
2008 SUNSTONE issue (p. 65–66). Larsen
preaches an unholy mix of politics and reli-
gion, arguing that his own political choice—
to be a member of the Republican party—is
the earthly equivalent of choosing God’s side
in the War in Heaven, while being a
Democrat is the equivalent of following
Satan’s plan. Because it frames politics in the
language of religion, Larsen’s particular blend
of scripture with the philosophies of men im-
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plies that opposing political views are not
merely different but also unrighteous. That is
a dangerous fallacy—and one that would be
amusing, if it were not so common among a
certain segment of Latter-day Saints. 

Let us be clear: Larsen’s fallacy is in direct
contravention to very clear statements from
LDS general authorities. Less than a decade
ago, the Church issued an official statement
on politics, which stated that “principles
compatible with the gospel may be found in
the platforms of all major political parties.”
This was followed by a public interview with
Elder Marlin K. Jensen, then of the
Presidency of the Seventy, who was acting
under the direction of Church leaders. Elder
Jensen was absolutely clear about what he
called the “notion that may prevail in some
areas that you can’t be a good Mormon and a
good Democrat at the same time. There have
been some awfully good men and women
who have, I think, been both and are both to-
day. So I think it would be a very healthy
thing for the Church—particularly the Utah
church—if that notion could be obliterated.”

Elder Jensen then elaborated: “When peo-
ple say to me, ‘How do you rationalize being
a Democrat?’ I just say I take everything that’s
true and good and hang onto it. And the ba-
sic, historically the basic foundational princi-
ples of the Democratic Party have appealed
to me more. But that’s a mat-
ter really of personal choice, it
has nothing to do with our
salvation.”

This position echoes con-
sistent statements of other
Church leaders, and it also
meshes well with Doctrine
and Covenants language that
“we do not believe it just to
mingle religious influence
with civil government” (D&C
134:9).

Even if it had not been ex-
pressly rebutted by Church
leaders, Larsen’s fallacy would
be unsustainable for several
reasons. For one thing, it
would lead to results that
mainstream Church members
would view as ridiculous. For
instance, Elder Jensen is him-
self a lifelong Democrat.
Many other past and present
general authorities have also
been members of the Demo-
cratic party, including Heber
J. Grant, Hugh B. Brown, and
the late President James E. Faust.
In fact, Elder Faust was a long-

riage; and it may be true that in these areas,
recent statements from LDS leaders are simi-
lar to Republican political ideas. However,
that is hardly the end of the analysis; after all,
the gospel is much more than just abortion
and who marries whom. 

It’s fairly clear that a moral case could be
made for belonging to either major party. A
person wanting to make a moral case for the
Democratic party (which some writers in the
April 2008 issue did) might focus on ways
that Democratic attitudes towards caring for
the poor align with scripture (and ways that
Republican tax cuts favor the wealthy), how
Democratic policies towards immigration
dovetail with the Tenth Article of Faith, how
Republican ideas on preemptive war conflict
with Book of Mormon strictures like 3 Nephi
3:20–21, or how a true living wage would
strengthen families. From those angles and
many others, one might easily conclude that
it is the Democratic party that is more closely
aligned with LDS values. 

And on a personal level, reaching a con-
clusion like this would be entirely appropri-
ate. Of course, we all make our political
decisions based on factors that we find im-
portant, and moral values are very important
for most Church members. However, it
would be wrong to suggest that these deci-
sions are anything other than “personal.”
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time, prominent figure in Utah Democratic
politics. Is Larsen really suggesting that this
beloved First Presidency member was a
leader in Satan’s Party? The thought makes
reason do a double-take. 

In another section of his essay, Larsen
condemns lawyers: “When Zeezrom and oth-
ers of his profession are given the power to
reshape the moral landscape, general moral
degradation follows.” If this statement were
more than silly rhetoric, how would Larsen
account for the fact that many of today’s cur-
rent apostles are lawyers? It seems odd for
Larsen to level such a criticism at the likes of
Dallin H. Oaks, Quentin L. Cook, and D.
Todd Christofferson—not to mention past
LDS leaders such as Rex E. Lee and J. Reuben
Clark.

Why is Larsen’s fallacy in direct contra-
vention of Church leaders’ statements, and
also a road to ridiculous results? Probably be-
cause it’s also wrong on a factual level. It’s
simply not the case that the Republican party
is categorically aligned with righteousness.
Nor is it correct, as Larsen writes, that the
Democratic party “thoroughly [and] consis-
tently embraces one patently false secular
gospel after another.” Of course, there are ar-
eas where Church doctrine more closely re-
sembles one party platform. Larsen points to
topics such as abortion and same-sex mar-
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—“Next season of Big Love?”
—“No. News reports from Texas.”



There are complicated ways that each party’s
ideas interact with a variety of different
gospel principles, and each party is both
good and evil. As individuals, we focus on
strengthening the good in whatever party we
support. It is wrong to suggest that either
party enjoys a monopoly on righteousness
across the board; or, conversely, that either
party is the Great Satan. 

That is the underlying fault with Larsen’s
essay. He claims, in effect, that there is One
True Political Party—and that sort of claim is
bound to be wrong, no matter the substance
of one’s political convictions. Gospel princi-
ples cannot be reduced to a major party plat-
form. It is not Larsen’s Republican-ness that is
misguided—it’s his overreaching insistence
that Republican-ness is evidence of greater
righteousness (and the related implication
that political opponents are unrighteous). 

As Church members, we should focus on
unity and community—and, as Elder Jensen
also suggests, should be striving to improve
both major parties. Polemical overemphases
on political differences are divisive and un-
helpful. 

Elder Jensen again: “Everyone who is a
good Latter-day Saint is going to have to pick
and choose a little bit regardless of the party
that they’re in, and that may be required a lot
more in the future than it has been in the
past. But I think there’s room for that, and the
gospel leaves us lots of latitude.” Latitude for
what? “We’ve got to take political life more
seriously as a church. We have an obligation
to take part in the governance to establish
righteousness so that there is an environment
where people can live a life like the gospel
prescribes.”

It is that idea—not a fallacious belief that
one particular party enjoys divine favor—
which should be the guiding principle in po-
litical discussions among Latter-Day Saints.

KAIMIPONO (KAIMI) D. WENGER
San Diego, California

OF CHICKS AND FOXES

I ENJOYED THE MANY REFLECTIONS
on faith and politics in the April 2008

SUNSTONE. Though it was not overly empha-
sized in any of the issue’s articles, I’ve noticed
the tendency among many Latter-day Saints
to think that anti-Mormon sentiments were
the primary reason a large percentage of
Republican primary voters chose not to sup-
port Mitt Romney’s bid for the presidency.
After all, they argue, Mitt was the candidate
who, by the numbers, shared all the values
positions that mattered to most Republican
voters.

I don’t want to specifically assess this
question of anti-Mormon bias within the
Republican Party as much as to look at what
lessons Mormons might learn from Log
Cabin Republicans, another group that is de-
spised by certain members of the Republican
Party. Log Cabin Republicans are members of
the GOP who agree with the party’s em-
phases on limited government, strong na-
tional defense, and most of its other platform
issues but who also support equality for gay
and lesbian Americans.

Mormons are primarily block voters.
With anemic exceptions, they vote Republi-
can as a group as an identity issue, and, as
Don Nielsen’s article in the April 2008 issue
points out, they do it largely without regard

to their own individual self-inter-
ests. This habit makes Mormons
the kind of voters political parties
like the most: block voters are
chicks that parties can count be-
fore they’ve hatched. Mormons to-
day are among the most reliable
voting blocks either party has. But
what’s a chick to do when he finds
out he’s seen as an ugly duckling?

Let’s compare Mormon Repub-
licans with Log Cabin Republi-
cans. After the anti-gay vitriol of
the 2004 U.S. election (which eas-
ily trumps the anti-Mormon senti-
ments shown this year), a lot of
people were saying, “You’d have to
be crazy to be a Log Cabin
Republican!” and asking, “Who
are these guys?” 

Well, I’m a gay small business
owner, and I have a bunch of Log

Cabin Republican friends. If they’re crazy, I’ll
tell you that it’s like a fox.

By maintaining a high profile in the GOP,
Log Cabin Republicans do two things. In the
first place, they donate a considerable amount
of money to support candidates in the GOP
who avoid anti-gay demagoguery. This year
they campaigned hard against Mitt (who flip-
flopped from being moderately supportive of
gay issues to becoming a hardliner against
them) and in favor of McCain, who is on
record as being opposed to a pro-discrimina-
tion constitutional amendment. This year the
gay foxes won while the Mormon chicks lost.

Second, and more important, the activism
and political clout of Log Cabin Republicans
illustrates to the Democratic Party that gays
are not just block voters it can keep in the
bank and ignore. And it is this contrast be-
tween Mormons and the GOP that should be
eye-opening to Latter-day Saints. Gay people
are a tiny, tiny minority group. Our popula-
tion is concentrated in urban areas that are
Democratic strongholds, and even there, we
don’t have the raw votes to be a majority in a
single municipality of any size. Mormons, by
contrast, are geographically concentrated and
have the ability to make a very serious and
immediate political impact this election. And
yet hardly any pundit takes seriously the idea
that the GOP might lose Utah’s electoral votes
this fall.

In 2004, Log Cabin Republicans showed
their disdain for what was happening in the
GOP by closing their pocketbooks. It wasn’t
enough to throw the election, but it did illus-
trate that their money, time, and votes could
not be taken for granted. After this primary
season, in which Mitt and Mormonism took
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CORRECTION

R EADER KENT OLSON of Louisville, Colorado, pointed out to us an error in the Update sec-
tion of the April 2008 SUNSTONE. On page 75, SUNSTONE stated that President Uchtdorf “is

one of only five foreign-born leaders ever to serve in the First Presidency, and one of only two born
in a non-English-speaking country.” Olson believes there are nine First Presidency members born
outside the U.S. and provided the following chart:

Counselor Birth Nation Tenure in Presidency
William Law Northern Ireland 1841–1844
John Taylor England 1880–1887
George Q. Cannon England 1880–1901
John R. Winder England 1901–1910
Anthon H. Lund Denmark 1901–1921
Charles W. Penrose England 1911–1925
Charles W. Nibley Scotland 1925–1931
Marion G. Romney Mexico 1972–1985
Dieter F. Uchtdorf Czechoslovakia 2008–

We appreciate this opportunity to provide SUNSTONE readers with more accurate information.



many major hits generated by fellow Republi-
cans, if the Mormons still line up like good
chicks and give their electoral votes to the GOP,
why would the party do anything but take
Mormons for granted now and in the future?

JOHN HAMER
Ann Arbor, Michigan

SELECTIVE HISTORY

C ONGRATULATIONS TO SUNSTONE
for the memorial on President Hinckley

in the April 2008 issue and for the articles on
current politics. As both an admirer of
President Hinckley and a political junkie, I
thoroughly enjoyed the different vignettes
and interesting perspectives. The entire issue
balanced differing opinions and viewpoints. I
agree wholeheartedly with Carl Brinton’s
conclusion in his excellent article “Is the
Book of Mormon a Political Treatise?” that it
is counterproductive for Latter-day Saints to
use scriptural justifications to articulate con-
temporary political positions—a guideline
Don Nielsen ironically didn’t follow in his ar-
ticle in the same issue, “What’s the Matter
with Mormons?” 

However, it appears that Brinton may
have inaccurately depicted President Hinck-
ley’s actual “opinion” of U.S. intervention in
Iraq. Using an excerpt from Hinckley’s 2003
general conference talk, Brinton writes that
Hinckley “defended U.S. involvement in
Iraq” which Briton imputes as Hinckley’s
opinion. This conclusion, however, does not
take into account Hinckley’s later statements
about his actual opinion. For example, CBS
newsman Mike Wallace reported that
President Hinckley “was not and is not
happy with the war in Iraq” and “deplores
what’s going on there.” (Salt Lake Tribune, 23
July 2005). Wallace’s comment indicates that
Hinckley was likely opposed to invading Iraq
at the time of the April 2003 address. More-
over, Brinton fails to consider Hinckley’s re-
marks in the context of the U.S. intervention
in Afghanistan and the larger war on terror,
which the late prophet likely
supported. But in Brinton’s de-
fense, Hinckley’s position is am-
biguous because his conference
talk presents justification for a
citizen’s right to support or not
support armed conflict.

I am also disappointed with
the mean-spirited and selective
rendering of facts regarding Mitt
Romney’s recent presidential run
that Ashley Sanders perpetuated
in her article, “Compromising
the Kingdom: An Interpretive

History of Mormon Politics.” Moreover, the
article contained a frustrating absence of
footnotes, making it difficult for readers to
identify sources for her claims. One has to
wonder if the author intentionally wrested
facts to support partisan interpretations.
Sanders’s specious metaphor comparing
Romney and the LDS Church revealed a
merely cursory knowledge of the 2008
Republican primary and Mitt Romney’s re-
cord as governor of Massachusetts. 

For example, Sanders writes, “Mike
Huckabee mostly escaped the kinds of ques-
tions about his religion that bedeviled Mitt
Romney” (p. 49). The truth is that Huckabee
was actually peppered with questions about
his faith, including his views on the creation
of the earth, biblical inerrancy, and women’s
role in the ministry. Near the end of the pri-
mary season, Huckabee was quoted as say-
ing, “I think I’ve probably been asked far
more questions about my faith than Mitt
Romney’s been asked about his” (Mike Baker,
Associated Press, 6 December 2007). 

Sanders also described Romney as switch-
ing from being a “moderate liberal governor”
to a “hard-line Republican” (p. 49). Those
who followed Romney’s career as governor
would be aware that he was not a “moderate
liberal governor.” To the contrary, Romney’s
gubernatorial record on entitlement, pro-
growth taxes, regulation, school choice, and
tort reform was lauded by the conservative
group Club For Growth. Moreover, the con-
servative publication National Review praised
Romney’s record on abortion, human clon-
ing, and same-sex marriage (National Review,
11 December 2007). Sanders must have con-
fused some of his 1994 Senate campaign
comments with his actual record. 

Sanders claims with no explanation or
reference that Romney provided for “univer-
sal healthcare” in Massachusetts while being
a member of Church that discourages such a
policy (p. 50). I am not aware of any author-
itative statement by the LDS Church oppos-
ing universal healthcare. By making this

assertion, Sanders unnecessarily creates a
straw man. She could have instead used ille-
gal immigration, an issue where Romney’s
position appears different from the LDS
Church’s. 

Sanders stunningly writes that during
Romney’s presidential run, he “relied increas-
ingly on the impenetrable language of theoc-
racy more than a rhetoric of dialogue and
pluralism” (p. 50). Actually, Romney’s speech
entitled “Faith in America” quotes the found-
ing fathers of our country. Surely, Sanders
does not consider the words of John Adams
to be the “impenetrable language of theoc-
racy.” 

Sanders offensively and repugnantly com-
pares, as moral equivalents, my Mormon an-
cestors with modern-day Islamic fascists (p.
50). I found this personally disheartening
and hope a retraction will be published. 

Finally, Sanders appears to have com-
pletely given over to partisan rhetoric when
on page 50, she claims that terrorism is
America’s fault—a fallacious example of
blaming the victim. 

MIKE PAULOS
San Antonio, Texas

EDITOR’S RESPONSE: Mike Paulos criticizes
Ashley Sanders’s article, “Compromising the
Kingdom” for not documenting its sources.
The decision to forego endnotes in favor of a
general “Sources” list was made by SUN-
STONE, not Sanders. We made this choice in
the service of preserving space in the maga-
zine and increasing the article’s readability.
Although SUNSTONE has far fewer staffers
available for fact-checking than Newsweek,
Time, or Atlantic Monthly have for the non-
sourced articles they run, we worked very
hard with Sanders to be sure factual claims
could be substantiated through credible
sources. 

ASHLEY SANDERS RESPONDS: My thanks to
Mike Paulos for identifying some mistakes in
my article and offering factual counterpoints.

S U N S T O N E
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In the overwhelming process of writing a his-
tory that covers nearly two hundred years of
political and religious history and ends by
analyzing the trajectory of a prominent Mor-
mon politician, I admit that I got some facts
wrong and that my resulting arguments
might have seemed misleading because of
that. I never intended to write anything mis-
leading and would certainly not have done so
to bolster a partisan agenda. 

In my piece, I tried to articulate a ten-
sion—the tension between the freedom 
of and the freedom from religion in a mod-
ern democracy—and follow that tension
throughout my article. My goal was to fairly
apply that tension to different aspects of Mor-
mon history and to Mitt Romney’s political
career. Thus, I cannot agree with Paulos’s as-
sessment that my treatment of Mitt Romney
was mean-spirited, because I was merely try-
ing to apply the tension fairly, both defending
and criticizing him when compelled by my
thesis. I tried to apply the same fairness to
Mormon political history in general, and if
the result was more negative than the average
reader is used to, I believe that the fault lies
in Mormonism’s general tendency to paint

only favorable portraits of its his-
tory rather than in any malicious
intent or partisanship on my part.
If, as Paulos implies, we should be
scrupulously accurate in our treat-
ment of religious and political his-
tory, then we should have just as
much of a problem with histories
that inaccurately 
favor the Church as those that 
inaccurately malign it, and we
should certainly never automati-
cally equate negative history with
bad historiography. 

My article was an attempt to of-
fer a version of history based on a
principle other than allegiance, a
tension that would interrogate
both sides of the story fairly and
consistently. I mention this because
the focus on Mitt Romney at the
end of my article should be inter-
preted in light of the tension that I
consistently developed through-
out. I made mistakes with some
facts, it is true, but I believe that
the parts of the article Paulos dis-
agreed with still stand as concep-
tual arguments. I did partially
confuse the 1994 Mitt Romney
with the gubernatorial Mitt
Romney, and my phrasing made it
seem like Mike Huckabee escaped
all questions about religion during

the primaries. I also used the ambiguous ad-
jective “universal” when describing the Mass-
achusetts healthcare plan and said that the
Church itself discourages universal health-
care. I will try to respond to Paulos’s specific
criticisms while defending my conceptual ar-
guments.

It is true that Mitt Romney has opposed
gay marriage since the beginning of his polit-
ical career, but it is also true that he was 
endorsed in his gubernatorial race by a
prominent gay advocacy group (Log Cabin
Republicans) who vetted him and found him
fair enough to win their approval. He won
that approval by pledging to not fight on ei-
ther side of the gay rights issue and by de-
claring any platform differences on partner
benefits between him and the Democratic
candidate to be minimal. He had already
won gay Republican support from comments
he had made in his 1994 Senate bid, when
he co-authored a letter with Log Cabin
Republicans in which he promised to go
even farther than liberal Ted Kennedy in de-
fending gays against discrimination and
making “equality for gays and lesbians a
mainstream concern.” 

True, Romney also spent considerable
time fighting the amendment that would al-
low gay marriage in Massachusetts and was
at other times harsh in his condemnation of
the gay lifestyle. By not including that in my
article, I misrepresented Mitt Romney as a
“moderate liberal governor” (NB: the inclu-
sion of the word “liberal” was a mistake I did
not catch in the editing process). Despite
these mistakes, I believe that my conceptual
points are still accurate. While Romney was
personally and often politically against gay
marriage, he followed the judges’ orders
when they told him to dispense gay marriage
certificates, and he compromised on his per-
sonal positions in order to understand the
gay community and give credence to their
minority voice. He fought them at times, yes,
but he fought them within a pluralistic polit-
ical system that required him to sometimes
defer to their voice and the law even when he
did not want to. 

That kind of behavior is a far cry from
Romney’s position in the primaries as he led
the charge for an amendment banning gay
marriage and promised Iowa voters that he
had fought gay marriage “in every way I
know how to”—a fight, according to him,
that was far from over.

As governor of Massachusetts, Romney
remained—despite his personal conserv-
atism—fairly moderate, allowing the tugs
and pulls of pluralism to change the shape
and direction of his political decisions. As a
presidential candidate, however, Romney in-
creasingly shunned the demands of plural-
ism and the claims of minorities to fight for
policies that would jeopardize minority re-
course and threaten minority logic with ma-
jority self-evidence. 

Romney cited the founding fathers in his
Faith and America speech, but that never
guaranteed that his policies would match his
quotes. And indeed, Romney’s abdication
speech at CPAC insisted on perpetuating a
neoconservative notion of an Other that
needed to be contained or abolished.
Whether that Other came in the form of an
immigrant, a homosexual, or a terrorist,
Romney used rhetoric that completely ob-
scured minority logic and promised policies
that—whether by doubling the size of
Guantanamo, building a border wall, or
passing an amendment that banned gay mar-
riage—endangered the Constitution’s com-
mitment to minority rights (including the
habeus corpus rights of terrorist suspects)
and played on the fears and prejudices of
misinformed Americans. In this way, he
adopted the same stance toward the Other
that many government officials had adopted
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towards nineteenth-century Mormons—ig-
noring those Mormons’ motivations, flatten-
ing their beliefs, and preying on fear—and
he conveniently disregarded the unconven-
tional marriage practices, guerrilla violence,
and migrant status of his religious ancestors.
Romney practiced amnesia at multiple levels,
first forgetting the atrocities that had been
perpetrated against his minority ancestors
and then forgetting—and hence, mimick-
ing—the flat and insular logic those ances-
tors had used against “outsiders.” 

As for Paulos’s argument against blaming
the victim, it reveals his unwillingness to fol-
low his scrupulous philosophy of
history into uncomfortable places. If
he is intent on telling accurate history
in order to ascertain people’s motiva-
tions, then we must talk honestly
about the history that motivates so-
called terrorists (for the word is
thrown around so easily) to commit
acts of terror. To talk about that, we
would have to mention the United
States’s numerous interventions into
foreign countries, particularly Af-
ghanistan, Iraq, Iran, and Palestine,
and the deaths and terror that re-
sulted from them. We would have to
mention our complicity in arming
Afghanis against the Soviets in the
‘70s, our unapologetic coup against
Mossadeq in the ‘50s, our continued
funding of Israel, and our shifting al-
legiances to Iran and Iraq in general
(allegiances that had nothing at all to
do with democracy, often propping
up dictators and ignoring the ensuing
violence). We would have to ac-
knowledge that it is hypocritical to
proliferate nuclear weapons, use
them, refuse to disarm, and then
claim the right to decide whose nu-
clear weapons programs are danger-
ous. We would also have to
acknowledge that our current pres-
ence in Iraq is regarded as an inva-
sion, and our corporate control of the
state is viewed as an extension of soft
imperialism. In short, we would have
to acknowledge that many of the acts
that we call “terrorism” are acts of
self-defense (often against us) that do
not get the free pass that is so often
granted to institutionalized violence.
In other words, we would have to see
that it is hypocritical to suggest that
the United States can respond to the
death of its civilians on 9/11 by stag-
ing two separate (and nefarious) wars
but that the same action is not ac-

ceptable for an Iraqi or Afghani who has lost
his family members. 

In a continuation of themes from my arti-
cle, the issue is clearly not an issue of right or
wrong; the issue is one of majorities and mi-
norities, of ideas that are sanctioned by virtue
of being institutionalized (no matter how un-
fair or awful) and acts that are not. Therefore,
what Paulos calls my attempt to “blame the
victim” is actually a consistent application of
the concepts in my article and a failure on his
part to stick with his own historical princi-
ples. It is a final act of double amnesia, since
Paulos prefers to forget that our Mormon an-

cestors responded to the violent overreach of
a majority with violence, and since he applies
that forgetfulness on a national scale by for-
getting the wrongs America has committed
against minority Others in order to misun-
derstand the violent responses of those
Others. If we expect people to sympathize
with Mormon acts of violence by pointing to
majority abuse, we should certainly offer the
same sympathy to others. 

NOTE: All Romney quotes are from
Michael Luo, “Romney’s Tone on Gay 
Rights Is Seen as Shift,” New York Times,
8 September 2007)
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S UNSTONE’s
Mapping

Mormon Issues
(MMI) project has
been created to 
commission “framing  articles” that will
orient students within the ongoing discourse
about difficult Mormon issues. 

These articles will strive to be dispassionate
summaries of the scholarship and debates—
how the discussions have unfolded over time,
what the main arguments are for this position
over that one—instead of actually weighing
in on the debates themselves. Each com-
pleted article will be published in SUNSTONE
magazine and online through the Sunstone
website. In addition to written text, MMI will
offer interviews with experts and key players
in the discussions of each topic, as well as
other audio and visual helps to students of
the issue. The project will also offer links to
free versions of past and current Sunstone
symposium discussions about each topic and
will actively seek permission to provide links
to the best scholarship in other journals and
forums.

To be successful, the Mapping Mormon
Issues project will require considerable 
commitments of time, effort, and money.
MMI will be administered by a group of
people consisting of the SUNSTONE

editor,
Sunstone’s 
director of 
outreach, two
Sunstone board

members, and several people outside the
formal Sunstone organizational structure
who are committed to the serious study of
Mormon issues and to the project’s success. 

THE fundraising campaign for this 
initiative is off to a great start, as

Sunstone friends Mike and Ronda Callister
have pledged to match up to $5,000 in 
donations others send to the project. Several
new donors have contributed since the first
announcement about the project, and we
have now commissioned work on the first 
six topics, with presentations on three of
them scheduled to be given at the 2008 Salt
Lake Sunstone Symposium. We still need 
several thousand more dollars to meet the
matching pledge amount and reach the goal
of having ten MMI topics completed by the
end of 2009. Please pledge your support
today!

To donate or learn more about the Mapping
Mormon Issues project, please visit WWW.
SUNSTONEMAGAZINE.COM, contact 
Sunstone by phone at 801.355.5926, or email 
us at MMI@SUNSTONEMAGAZINE.COM.


